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Today in luxury:

New Tesla crossover stirs worry it will crimp Model 3 demand

Tesla Inc. will soon unveil its  Model Y crossover vehicle, and that's prompting concerns about a potential
cannibalization of sales at a time when investors are already worried about demand for the company's cars,
according to Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg

Karl Lagerfeld has the last word on Chanel's new podcast

Karl Lagerfeld's legacy looms large over the fashion industry, with designers offering homages this season and his
final Chanel collection to be presented on Tuesday March 5 at the Grand Palais. But, there is still more Lagerfeld
wisdom to come. The brand most closely associated with the polyglot designer has released a new podcast
featuring one of Lagerfeld's final interviews, says British Vogue.

Click here to read the entire article on British Vogue

Instagram backlash over first Vogue Hong Kong cover featuring Gigi Hadid, accused in China of racism

Vogue Hong Kong debuted its much-awaited first cover on Instagram on March 1. The magazine hired British
photographer Nick Knight to shoot American model Gigi Hadid and Chinese model Fei Fei Sun, per the South China
Morning Post.

Click here to read the entire article on South China Morning Post

Alibaba bets on frenchman to lead high-stakes Southeast Asia expansion
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Unusual choice Pierre Poignant named third CEO in nine months of Lazada, the subsidiary spearheading Alibaba's
high-stakes Southeast Asia expansion, reports Business of Fashion.

Click here to read the entire article on Business of Fashion
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